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Global Container Flows from Asia

….. 4000 km less or more, by road or by rail?
A Chain of Green Pearls

- Oslo: Electro mobility
- Gothenburg Biomass Gasification
- Scandinavia – Germany and further south: Blocktrains and Biogas HGVs
- Crossing the Baltic Sea: Greening Ports and Ferries
- Berlin – Brandenburg: Guiding Star of Renewables and Show Case for Electro Mobility
- Sachsen – Leipzig: New Transshipment Technologies
- Austria – Italy: The Comprehensive Brenner Approach
- Port of Venice: Green Port Conference 2011
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Catch-MR – Cooperative approaches to transport challenges in Metropolitan Regions

Partnership:

• Oslo/Akershus (NO)
• Gothenburg Region (SE)
• Berlin-Brandenburg (DE) (Lead partner)
• Metropolitan Region Vienna (AT)
• Ljubljana Urban Region (SI)
• Central Hungary (HU)
• Provincia di Roma (IT)

www.catch-mr.eu
Thank you very much for your attention